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ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY 11/22/63, DALLAS, TEXAS 

On 11/23/63, SAC J. GORDON SHANKLIN called from Dallas. He advised inquiries had determined that the rifle recovered in Dallas was shipped by the Klein Sporting Goods Co., Chicago, Illinois, to A. HIDELL, Post Office Box 295, Dallas, Texas, on 3/20/63. This call was interrupted -- and SAC SHANKLIN stated he had to get off the line and suggested I call him back in a few minutes. 	 6..)) 
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CLARK stated OSWALD at the time of arrest had in his possession a selective service card in the name of HIDELL which appeared to be fictitious as it had an erroneous selective service number on it although it was supposed to be issued by the Ft. Worth or Dallas, Texas local board. He stated OSWALD is actually registered at a Ft. Worth local board. He added that OSWALD had a Fair Play for Cuba Card dated 6/6/63 and this card also bore the (u) name of HIDELL. 

During above call I attempted to determine from ASAC CLARK who was giving me the above information from memory exactly what Dallas desires New Orleans to do. CLARK furnished the following data in response to my request: 
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(1) CLARK requested that New Orleans check on the Post Office Box rental data in New Orleans and obtain all hand-writing that can be located and submit same to the Laboratory. (1.) 
(2) CLARK stated New Orleans should attempt to determine where OSWALD was and everything possible about his activities from the time he was arrested in New Orlean until he returned to Dallas. 	 u) 
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